Improvement of Walking Analysis using the Sciatic Function Index for Sciatic Nerve Function in Injured Rat Model Treated with Low-Intensity Aerobics
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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Sciatica is a disease of the peripheral nerves. Sciatica shows that there is damage to the peripheral nerves in the sciatic nerves. Factors that can affect this disease include gender, posture, parity, age, genetic factors, and occupation. Some of the pathophysiological conditions of sciatica include the pathology of the intervertebral disc, dorsal root, and sciatic nerve itself. The results of standard therapy with surgery have not been effective and very expensive. Therefore, research on therapy in sciatica cases still needs to be done and evaluated. Physical exercise treatment (aerobic) is necessary for this therapy in sciatica cases due to promote the function of peripheral nerves.

AIM: This study aimed to determine the effect of aerobic exercise treatment on peripheral nerve injury and its relationship to walking function during injury-induced peripheral nerve regeneration.

METHODS: This study was an experimental study with a post-test. The study sample comprised male Sprague-Dawley rats with an age of about 2–3 months divided into three groups. The control group was conducted by surgery without clamping/injuring the peripheral nerves. The treatment for the second group (P1) was clamping/injury of peripheral nerve and given the treatment of physical exercise with aerobics. The treatment for the third group (P2) was clamping/injury of peripheral nerve and not given the treatment of physical exercise with aerobics. The intensity of giving physical exercise treatment with aerobic that is carried out is for 42 days. Nerve functional evaluation was carried out using the sciatic function index (SFI) method.Histological staining for sciatic was used for hematoxylin-eosin staining and immunohistochemistry with growth-associated protein 43 (GAP43) and S100 antibody (ab52642). This research was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Indonesia protocol (No.19-07-0852).

RESULTS: There was a significant change between the 7th and 14th days (p < 0.001; paired t-test) in the P1 treatment. Improvement in nerve function was found on the 14th day after being given aerobic treatment. This is showed by the data average change in SFI scores on days 7 and 4 was from −144 to 34. These data are also supported by footprint changes for injured hindfoot data.

CONCLUSION: Low-intensity aerobics treatment improves the walking function and nerve function in sciatic nerve injury on day 14. This is due to the effect of physical exercise on the injured sciatic nerve.

Introduction

Peripheral nerve injury occurs in the working population. These injuries can cause pain for 1 year or more [1], [2]. Movement and posture originate from muscle movement, which is controlled by the nervous system [3]. Damage to the peripheral nervous system (PNS) will affect movement control [4]. Peripheral nerve injury can cause long-term health problems. Peripheral nerve injury is a condition in which the PNS experiences a disorder or disability that causes pain in one pelvis or both to the legs [5]. This pain comes from the sciatic nerve, which is a continuation of the L4-S3 in the plexus lumbarosacral [6]. Pathophysiological conditions of sciatica are pathological conditions that can occur in the intervertebral disc and the sciatic nerve itself. Several factors that can influence this disease include gender, posture, age, genetic factors, and occupation. In addition, the causes of peripheral nerve injury can vary an example of disc herniation, causing direct compression and an inflammatory reaction to the nerve roots on the inside of the spinal canal. Nerve compression and irritation can cause sensations of pain, numbness or numbness, tingling, and muscle weakness [7]. Various methods and healing therapies have been carried out. One of them is standard therapy with surgery. However, the results of standard therapy with surgery result in an unsatisfactory condition [8], [9]. In addition, standard therapy with surgery also requires quite a lot of money. Therefore, research is needed on effective healing therapy in cases of peripheral nerve injury, one of which is using physical exercise therapy with aerobics. Studies show that low-intensity aerobic
exercise can induce the production of neurotrophic synthesis factors that stimulate nerve growth [10], [11].

Unlike injuries to the central nervous system, when axons in the PNS are injured, there is a strong regenerative response resulting in good functional repair in distal nerve lesions. In contrast to proximal nerve lesions, some will have poor recovery due to slower regeneration rates and chronic denervation changes occurring in the distal nerve segments and target muscles [12]. Various strategies that can promote axonal growth will have beneficial effects on regeneration peripheral nerves. The role of growth factor in one of the neurotrophin protein families, namely, Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) in the Ras/Raf/ERK pathway according to some literature is related to cell cycle regulation and development of neural phenotype, while transient ERK activation is associated with proliferation. The Ras/Raf/ERK pathway itself has a function to regulate differentiation and other physiological functions in several cell types including Schwann cells [11]. Complete recovery after injury to the PNS is rare. This can be caused by three reasons. The first is because the regeneration of the axons is slow and not all axons participate in regeneration. Second, due to the wrong direction of axon regeneration. And finally, there are permanent changes in neural circuits in the central nervous system which were found to accompany the anatomy of peripheral axons [10]. Exercise has indeed been shown to increase neurite growth in dorsal root ganglion neurons carried out in experimental animals in the acute period [11]. Peripheral nerve regeneration is the ability of peripheral nerves to repair themselves, this includes reestablishing functional connections, which can last for months or even years. This regeneration process is critical for the functional continuation of nerves after injury [13]. The extent of nerve regeneration can depend on the severity of the nerve injury, the time at which it is innervated, and the condition of the peripheral nerve tissue itself. However, the complex process of degeneration and regeneration of peripheral nerves is not fully understood [14]. To find out the functional damage caused by the presence of this nerve lesion (peripheral nerve injury), it is necessary to analyze the movement that is considered to represent the characteristics of the nerve damage [15]. Movement analysis used as a parameter of nerve damage can be in the form of SFI [16]. A study conducted by Tajino et al. who said that there are still shortcomings in motion analysis that does not include the use of systematic, standardized, and reliable methods so that it becomes an obstacle to the wider application of animal analysis [17].

Various studies that have been carried out in terms of nerve regeneration have only focused on morphological aspects so that evidence that morphological regeneration results in functional recovery is still lacking [18]. Some of the studies used the sciatic functional index (SFI) method to evaluate hindlimb function in sciatic nerve injury and nerve regeneration in rats [19], [20], [21]. The development of modification of the SFI method requires the measurement of three parameters in the prints of the hind paws of rat, which are incorporated into a specific mathematical formula. SFI is a negative indicator of the degree of nerve dysfunction varying from 0 to 100, with 0 indicating normal function and 100 indicating total dysfunction. SFI is directly correlated with nerve fiber density and is a reliable method of evaluating functional deficiency of the sciatic nerve in rats [18], [19], [22]. Although SFI can be used as a functional indicator of sciatic nerve regeneration, studies leading to the analysis of gait after low-intensity treadmill treatment have not yet been found. The human genome encodes 21 members of the S100 protein family, which exhibits cell and tissue-specific expression patterns [19], [23]. Despite sharing high-order sequences and structural similarities, S100 proteins bind to a variety of protein targets and contribute to the measurement of various intracellular and extracellular functions. Therefore, the S100 protein regulates various cellular processes such as proliferation, migration and/or invasion, and differentiation, and also has an important role in various diseases such as cancer, autoimmune diseases, and chronic inflammatory disorders [24]. Park and Hoke (2014) reported that daily exercise has an important role in peripheral nerve regeneration [25]. However, research in molecular aspects and gait analysis in rats regarding the role of low-intensity treadmill exercise on the effect of S100 protein expression is still unknown. Hence, the theme of this research is still very open for further study. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of giving aerobic exercise after treatment of peripheral nerve injury and to determine its relationship to walking function during injury-induced peripheral nerve regeneration.

Methods

Place and time of research
The research was conducted at the Animal House Research and Development Ministry of Health, Department of Histology, Faculty of Medicine, Laboratory of Developmental Biology, and the integration laboratory of anatomical biology and histology, University of Indonesia, Indonesia.

Research code of ethics
This research will be conducted after an ethical review by the Health Research Ethics Committee, Faculty of Medicine, University of Indonesia, and obtaining a certificate of passing the ethical review, July 27, 2020, No. protocol 19-07-0852.
Animal subject

This research is experimental analytical laboratory research on male Sprague-Dawley rats with an age of about 2–3 months. The number of rats used was 18 with three groups of six in each group. The first group is a control group that has a code K, was treated in the form of surgery without clamping/injuring the peripheral nerves. The second group was the group that was given the treatment of peripheral nerve clamping/injury and the treatment of physical exercise with aerobics which had code P1. The third group is the group that is given the treatment of peripheral nerve clamping/injury and not given the treatment of physical exercise with aerobics which has code P2. The method of making a model of peripheral nerve injury is done by clamping the sciatic nerve using a surgical clamp. Clamping on the sciatic nerve was performed for 3 min.

There are three treatment groups, the minimum sample that must be owned is more than or equal to 8.5 rat. The value is rounded to 9 for ease of calculation. Here is the calculation:

\[
(t - 1)(r - 1) \geq 15
\]
\[
(3 - 1)(r - 1) \geq 15
\]
\[
2(r - 1) \geq 15
\]
\[
r \geq 8,5
\]

Information:
- \( r \) = Number of replications (sample size)
- \( t \) = Number of treatment groups

The number of samples is entered again into the Mead formula where the values must range from 10 to 20 so that the data obtained are significant. It was found that nine tails did not produce a significant amount. Therefore, the value of \( E \) was determined to be 15 to get more significant results. Here is the calculation:

\[
E = N - T
\]
\[
15 = N - 3
\]
\[
N = 18
\]

Information:
- \( E \) = Freedom
- \( N \) = Number of samples used in the study
- \( T \) = Number of treatment groups

The calculation resulted in a value of \( n = 18 \), so the number of rat used was 18. This is following the FKUI Ethics Committee regarding the use of rats in each experimental group, namely, 4–6 rats. This study used 18 rats with six rats as per group.

Nerve functional repair analysis with SFI

Nerve functional evaluation was carried out using the SFI method. The purpose of the SFI test is to evaluate the nerve function and gait of the rat so that it can be confirmed that the rat has suffered a peripheral nerve injury/sciatica. Therefore, the SFI test can be an indicator of inclusion criteria. In addition, SFI could also analyze healing in the gait pattern of rats after being given peripheral nerve injury. SFI was carried out before the peripheral nerve injury was started after the injury was given, and after being treated with aerobic physical exercise.

Ischiadicus function index (SFI) measurement

The block-shaped hallway made of acrylic is used as a place for rat to walk. Size used; width: 7.5 cm; height: 10 cm; length: 100 cm. The hallway is lined with millimeter paper with a size of 10 × 200 cm. Rats were taken from the cage. The four paws of the rat were given different colors.

I. Front right: Red
II. Front left: Black
III. Back right: Green
IV. Back left: Blue.

Rats were directed into the hallway. Rats may walk through the hallway from the end to the bottom of the hall. The rat was returned to the cage again. Millimeter paper was taken and recorded size, the distance between the heel and third toe, print length (PL); distance from finger one to finger fifth, toe spread (TS); the distance between the second and fourth fingers, the intermediate TS. The three measurements were taken from the treated/experimental side leg (E) and the normal side leg (N). SFI is calculated by the formula:

\[
SFI = -38.3 \left( \frac{E_{PL} - N_{PL}}{N_{PL}} \right) + 109.5 \left( \frac{E_{TS} - N_{TS}}{N_{TS}} \right) + 13.3 \left( \frac{E_{ITS} - N_{ITS}}{N_{ITS}} \right) - 8.8
\]

A normal SFI score is around zero, while an SFI score of –100 indicates total dysfunction.

Treatment of aerobic physical exercise

Rats were treated with aerobic physical exercise after being given peripheral nerve injury. The treatment of physical exercise with aerobics is as low-intensity aerobic exercise, namely, a modified treadmill for rats. The intensity of giving physical exercise treatment with aerobic that is carried out is for 42 days. Every week it is done 4 times. The intensity of the use of the treadmill is 30 min with a warm-up for 5 min, at a speed of 25 m/min. The intensity of the use of the treadmill is 30 min with a warm-up for 5 min, at a speed of 25 m/min. Adaptation to the treadmill was carried out before the start of the treatment. The adaptation with the treadmill was carried out for 3 days at a time of 10 min at a speed of 5 m/min.

Histologic staining with hematoxylin-eosin (HE) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) with growth-associated protein 43 (GAP43) and S100

Rats were sacrificed after 42 days. Parts of the peripheral nerves or the sciatic nerve were isolated to make histological and immunohistochemical preparations. The sciatic nerve was prepared after being
serially cut crosswise with a thickness of 5 m. Histological staining used was H) staining. The immunohistochemical dyes used were rabbit GAP43 antibody (Bioss, bs-0154R) and rabbit S100 antibody (ab52642).

**Statistical analysis**

The data were evaluated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and paired t-test with SPSS 26. The statistically tested data were the SFI data.

**Results and Discussion**

The method of recording and recording the footprints of the rats’ upper and lower limbs (walking tract analysis) is a variable to measure the SFI value. Making this footprint can also be used to analyze the state of anatomy, physiology of the limbs, and the sciatic nerve after treatment is given. The sciatic nerve which has the Latin name nervus ischiadicus is the largest in humans with a size of approximately 2 cm and is a continuation of the plexus sacralis. The plexus sacralis before becoming the sciatic nerve will form a branch (rami) on the inferior side of the m. piriformis through the foramen ischiaticus majoris on the os coxae [1]. The sciatic nerve is a combination of two nerves, namely, the nervus tibialis originating from the ventral side of the plexus sacralis as high as L4 to S3 and the nervus fibularis communis originating from the dorsal side of the plexus sacralis as high as L4 to S2 [3]. However, there are differences in the origin of the sciatic nerve between humans and rats. In this study, Sprague-Dawley rats were used, where the origin of the sciatic nerve originates from L4 to L5 [4]. The sciatic nerve does not supply the gluteal area but supplies the posterior region of the thigh muscles, flexor muscles of the knee, and all muscles in the knee area to the soles of the feet. If there is a lesion or damage to the sciatic nerve, it will cause difficulty walking in a person or experimental animals, namely, rats. In the literature it is stated that the common fibular nerve in the sciatic nerve is the nerve that is most often damaged. If there is damage to the sciatic nerve, the most visible characteristics are foot drop on the soles of the feet and high-stepping gait [3]. High-stepping gait or steppage gait itself can be interpreted as an inability to lift the leg when walking because of muscle weakness causing muscle weakness. The sole becomes dorsiflexed, and a foot drop occurs [5]. In a person with a steppage gait, the knee will usually elevate the knee higher than the normal side of the foot. This serves as an attempt to lift the sole. In addition, the presence of a steppage gait makes it difficult for a person to walk on the heel due to a weakness in dorsiflexion so that a person tends to drag/pull the sole on the floor [6].

SFI analysis was carried out from day 3 to day 42. Footprints performed on day 3 and day 7 in the injured group with aerobic treatment (P1) and injuries without aerobic treatment (P2) showed a disturbance in the way they walked. However, the control group did not show any disturbance in gait (Table 1). In addition, these data are supported by SFI data, namely, in treatment P1, the SFI value is −144 and P2 −87. This shows that the value is still close to the total sciatic nerve damage, which is −100 (Figure 2). The SFI result on the control group showed no significant change from day 3 to day 42 (p < 0.05; ANOVA). This result indicated that there was no nerve damage or repair of the sciatic nerves in the control group because the control group rat was not undergone the sciatic nerve injury. There was a
Table 1: Changes in the overall footprint of rat limbs from day 3 to day 42 in each treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant change between the 7th and 14th days (p < 0.001; paired t-test) in the P1 treatment. The average change in SFI scores on days 7 and 4 was from -144 to 34. This indicates that there was an improvement in the sciatic nerve on day 14. These data are also supported by footprint changes for the left hindfoot data (Table 2). The change in the footprint showed that on the 14th day, the footprint between the fingers had begun to tread and opened. Moreover, this result indicated that the sciatic nerve was starting to improve after the injury.

This result indicates that the improvement in gait for the aerobic treatment group is better than without the aerobic treatment group. Sciatic nerve repair can be characterized by an increasingly normal footprint. The start of improvement in the sciatic nerve was shown on day 14. However, the visible results of the footprint do not seem to show a perfect improvement. This can be proven by the space between the fingers which begins to open, but the hindlimbs are still treading so that the PL value is still long. The improvement of the sciatic nerve was getting better after day 14–day 42 for the whole group. This is shown in the results that were not significantly different from the control for all groups on day 28–day 42. In addition, the improvement of the sciatic nerve is also shown in Table 1 footprint on the 28th day to the 42nd day of the treated leg showing normal results. The physical activity used in this study was aerobic at low intensity. This aerobic treatment can induce the production of neurotrophic synthesis factors that stimulate nerve growth. Low-intensity aerobics can be used as a useful means of stimulating the growth and regeneration of peripheral axons. Several neurotrophic factors produced by Schwann cells can exert neurotrophic effects on the target. Growth factors that have been identified include nerve growth factor (NGF) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor [10,11].

Figure 2: SFI value for each treatment on day 3 to day 42

Apart from gait analysis and evaluation with SFI, indicators of nerve regeneration can also be performed through histological analysis and IHC [27], [28]. Representative staining using histological stain using HE and IHC with GAP 43 and S100 is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Preparation of longitudinal section of the sciatic nerve after injury with Hematoxylin-Eosin (HE) dye. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) S100 (A) and IHC GAP 43 (B). Nerve fibers consist of axon and myelin sheet (white arrows), perineurium (black arrows), and Schwann cells (red arrows). Magnification 10x, scale bar, 100μm.

HE staining allows identifying the presence of Schwann cells, perineurium, and nerve fibers consisting of axons and myelin sheets. The hallmark of Schwann cells treated with HE dye is to have a
dark core (purple) because the cell nucleus is acidic, so it will bind to an alkaline color (hematoxylin), while the part around the nucleus is lighter in color (pink) due to the cytoplasm binding an acidic color (eosin). The function of Schwann cells is to produce myelin and wrap around axons. In addition, Schwann cells are also important in the regeneration of nerve cells damaged by injury because they function to regrow axons so that these Schwann cells can be used as one of the parameters in the repair of the sciatic nerve after the treatment of the injury. When an injury occurs, it causes the myelin to degrade at the site of injury. In addition, there is also migration of Schwann cells that function as a bridge at the site of injury and are referred to as growth cones in nerve regeneration. This indicates that the increasing number of optimal Schwann cells in the sciatic nerve allows for maximum nerve repair [29]. Representative expressions of S100 and GAP43 proteins in the sciatic nerve are shown in brown because of the use of the DAB chromogen. A positive IHC result will give a brown color, while a negative one will give a blue color. IHC S100 and GAP 43 staining can also be used to analyze neuronal regeneration through Schwann cell analysis. Schwann cells that gave positive expression on IHC S100 and GAP43 staining were indicated by the presence of brown color in the nucleus.

Conclusion

The improvement of walking function and nerve function in sciatic nerve injury model rats occurred on day 14, after giving aerobic treatment with low-intensity aerobics to sciatic nerve injury model rats. This is due to the effect of physical exercise on the injured sciatic nerve that was evaluated with SFI.
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